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ABSTRACf 
The 1 (ymn ro ilus by the Stoic philosopher CleantJ1cs is one of the most intriguing 
texts to survive from tl1e HeUenist:ic period, and of great significance for the history 
of Hellenistic phi losophy, tJ1e history of Hellenistic and Greco-Roman religions as 
well as the history of Greek literature. A detailed study of all ilircc tl1cse facets -
philosophical, religious and literary - is essential for understanding the poem. The 
f-!ynm itself is remarkable precisely because it combines different philosopl1ical, 
religious and Jitenuy trad itions and sources into a nt.w expression of philosophical 
religion. Scholars, however, often focus on one aspect of the text without giving due 
recognition to the integration accomplished in it. To do justice to Lhis text means to 
understand the way the text itself interprets the traditions it draws upon; it also 
means to take the Hymn seriously as a text iliat still has something to say to us. 
Editing an ancient Greek text and commenting on it is surely one of the 
most challenging and concrete ways of pa1ticipating in the classical tradition. 
It not only requires one to draw upon a wide range of philological disci-
plines, such as paleography, textual criticism, a detailed knowledge of the 
Greek language and of Greek metre, an understanding ctf tbe relev-ant literary 
forms and genres and their history, and insight into tbe historical back-
grounds and contexts in which the text originated, and to integrate all these 
various disciplines in the eventual commentary; it also forces one to make 
sense of the text and to account for its meaning and value not just in general, 
but especially for us, today. Having spent the better pa1t of a decade writing a 
commentary on Cleanthes' Hymu to Zeus, 1 I thought this the appropriate 
opp01tunity to reflect on what the text means and how this is accomplished. 
1 Thorn for lhcoming. Al l references to my commentary refer to this publication. See 
also Lhis book for a text and Lranslation of tJ1c Hymn. 
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Making sense of an ancient text is impossible without an understanding 
of how the ancient author is involved in the sense-making process. The text 
itself is an e>.:pression of the author's interpretation of reality, that is, his 
attempt to give meaning to his experience of the world. Interpreting such a 
text means not only to look at the text, to understand its logic and internal 
coherence, but also to look through the te>..'t at the world-experience of which 
the author tries to make sense. 
A fascinating aspect of the Hym11 to Zeus is that the author is very 
conscious of the way his te:xt functions as a medium of mal<iog and com-
municating sense. In fact, ma..l<ing sense of the world may be said to be the 
very topic of the I-lynm. Cleanthes furthermore makes deliberate use of the 
literary and religious traditions transmitted to him to convey his own inter-
pretation of the world-order. He himself thus represents a linl< in the clas-
sical tJ·adition. 
TI1e early Stoics were indeed well known for the way they appropriated 
and reinterpreted their cultural tradition in order to present Stoic philosophy 
as its culmination. The founder of the Stoa, Zeno of Citium, is said to have 
consulted the oracle of Delphi as a young man to know what he should do 
in order to succeed in life. The reply was that 'he should be in contact with 
the dead' (Ei. ouyxpwT((ot TO T<fL<:> veJ<pol<:>), which he inte1preted to mean 
that he should study ancient authors (Diog. Laert. 7.2).z His engagement with 
earlier philosophers and poets is reflected in the titles of writings such as 
Pythagomm Malfers, Homeric Probf~ms, 011 Listeuiug to Pottry, and Ou Hesiod's 
77xog07{'y.3 Zeno's respect for tradition also underlies his 'rewriting' (J.LETa-
ypci<!>ew) of the famous Hesiodic saying to read: 'He is best of all who 
follows good advice; good, too, is he who finds out all things for himself' 
(Toll$ a" Hcn68ov O'T(xous J.lETay(X.I.<!>Elll OUTW' KELVOS JlEV rravapLOTOS os EU 
El TTOVTL m9T]TOl, I €o9Xo<;; 8' au KUKELVOS 0<;; Ql!TOS TT<lVTQ VO~Ol.li Diog. 
Laert. 7.25 = SVF 1.5).~ Cleanthes' successor Cbrysippus was even c1iticised in 
antiquity for the extent to which his own writings were bolstered by quo-
tations and interpretations of poets and philosophers.s 
2 lllis oracle is cl iscusscd by V on Fri tz 1972:85-86. 
3 For these writings, see Steinmetz 1994:521-24. For his interest in lleraclitus, c( the 
suggestions by Long 1975-1976 (reprint 1996:35-57) and Scbofield 1999:81. 
'
1 Trans. Hicks, LCL. See Steinmetz 1994:520. The original saying is Hes. Op. 293-95. 
Stoics were fond of 'rewriting', also called 'corrections' (TiapaSLOpOWcrets-); cf. SVF 
1219,135; 3.167. We have an example from C leanthcs in SVF 1.562. 
5 See Diog. Lacrt. 7.180.Sl; 1026-27. 
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Cleanthes himself was accused by a hostile Epicurean witness of attemp-
ting like Chrysippus to harmonise Orphic writings and those of Homer, 
Hesiod, Euripides and others with Stoic doctrines.6 The evidence of the 
flymu /o Zeus indicates that there was some basis for this accusation, but as 
we shall see, Cleanthes' use of the earlier poets is much more subtle than tllis 
accusation would have us believe. He held as a general principle that poetty 
was the most effective meditim to communicate the truth, both because the 
discipline imposed by poetry concentrates meaning and because the musical 
element of poet1y makes a greater impact on the recipient than bare prose.7 
It is therefore lil<ely that he thought the poets he used provided special 
insight into the world and the human condition. Within the philosophical 
tradition Cleanthes interacted most intensively witl1 ilie wod< of the Pre-
socratic philosopher Heraclitus. Cleanthes o-..-pounded the latter's philosophy 
in a four-volume commentary entitled luterp-rtttaliom qf HmLdi111s (' Hpa-
KAEL Tou E~TJY~<JELS'), which is unfortunately all lost, but traces of Heraclitus's 
influence is evident in almost every pa1t of the Hymn to Zeus.8 
Cleanthes and the Hymn to Zetts 
Cleanthes was the second head of the Stoa, the philosophical school meeting 
in the painted colonnade on the Agora in Athens.9 He was born in 331 BCE 
in Assos, a town in the southern Troad just across the sea from Lesbos. He 
took over the leadership of the school from Zeno in 262 BCE, when he was 
already sixty-nine, and remained head for thirty-two years until his deaili in 
230. Most of what we know of llis Life is anecdota1. 10 He was a boxer before 
he came to AtbellS and maintained a strong physique throughout his life. He 
6 Cf: Phld. Piet. 13, p. 80 Gompcrz (Diets, Dox. Grace., 547.16-26; SVF 1.539): ev 8E. 
T<i\ 8euT€fp~p] (se. ~oepl Elewv XpL'<HiiiiOS) Ta T[el et<;; 'Opcpea [Kal M]oooa.1oli 
avacj>e [p6!l]E(v]a Kal [T]a Toap' ro)l.t~p'!J KUL 'H<no8(1f!] KaL EupL[ii)(o{l Kat 1TOLTJTO.lS 
cD.X.ots-, [w]s- Ka~] KX.eaverw. [ii]ELpaTa[L aw]otKELou[ll] Ta1s- 86~als- airrw[v): 'In 
the second book (se. of On the gods, Chrysippus), just like Cleanthes, attempts to 
relate the works attributed to Orpheus and Musaeus and those of Homer, Hesiod, 
Eurip i-des, and other poets, to their own ideas.' 
7 Cf. Sen. Ep. 108.10 = SVF 1.487; Phld. Mus. 4, XXV!ll.J-22 ed. Neubecker = 
SVF 1.486 (part) . 
3 The commentary is listed among Cleanthes' od1er works in Diog. Laert. 7.174 
(SVF 1.481). For Heraclitus's inOuence on early Stoics, C leanthcs in parLi.cular, sec 
Long 1975-1976:133-56 (reprint 1996:35-57) a11d Hahm 1977:80-81. 
9 For C leanthcs' life and chroJlo logy, see Thoro forthcoming: Lntrod uction, § l. 
1° Cf. csp. Diog. Laert 7.168-74 (SliP L.463), 176 (SVF 1.474). For a brief dis-
cussion sec Guerard, Goulet & Qycyrell994:2.408-10 and Steinmctz 1994:566-67. 
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supported himself as a student in Athens by doing manual labour, watering 
gardens by night (Diog. Laert. 7.168). He had a reputation as a slow learner, 
but the anecdotes illustrating this may also serve to demonstrate his fitness 
for p reserving d1e tradition: his fellow-students, for example, called him a 
donkey, to which he replied that he alone was able to carry the burden of 
Zeno's teachings (170). Zeno himself reportedly compared Cleanthes to hard 
tablets, difficult to inscribe, but retaining what has been written on them.11 
Cleanthes was considered the most religious of the early Stoics.12 He had a 
special interest in theology and developed arguments for the existence of the 
gods. 13 He also taught a more austere ethics than either Zeno or his own 
successor, Chrysippus. 14 We know of fifty-seven writings attributed to 
Cleanthes, most of them on ethics. 15 In addition, there are several poetic 
fragments, including the Hymu to Zeus. 
There is no eyjdence to help us determine at which stage of his life he 
wrote the Hynm to Zeus.16 It is the only substantial text in his oeuvre to 
survive more OJ less intact, and indeed the only extant text of any of the early 
Stoics. This fact makes the Hymu a very precious historical docnment, but the 
lack of comparable material also makes it much more difficult to interpret 
the poem. 
History of reception 
We have no testimonies from antiquity to indicate how contemporary readers 
received the text. The only reason we know of the Hymu to Zetts is its 
inclusion in the fifth-century Authology by Stobaeus (Auth. 1.1.12 ed. Wachs-
muth). A good case has been made that Lucretius composed the introductory 
hymn to Venus in his poem 01J the 11att1rr! of thingx as an Epicttrean 
counterpart to Cleanthes' Hynm to Zr!tlS. 11 There are possible allusions to v. 4 
11 Diog. Laen. 7.37 (SVF 1.301); cf. Plut. Ret:l. rat. aud. 47e (SVF 1.464). 
12 Cf. e.g. Fcstugicre 1954:11 1; Nilsson 1967-1974:2, 261; Long & Sedley 1987:1. 
332; Annas 1996; SedJey 1998. 
13 See Algra 2003:151; Dragona-Monachou 1976:71-108. 
14 Sec Stcinmetz 1994:575 and my commen tary on vv. 27-29 of the Hymn to ZetiS 
in Thorn forthcoming. 
15 Most of these wri Lings are listed by Diog. Laert. 7.174-7 5 (SVF 1.481). See further 
Steinmetz 1994:567-69 and Guerard et td. 1994:410-12. 
16 Wi lamowitz (1895:1 97-98; 1912:203) argues for a date before 276, while Fcst.a 
(1935:173-74) suggests a d11te after Cleanthes took over as head, but both proposals 
arc mere speculation. 
17 See Wilamowitz 1925-1926:1.328; Neustadt 1931:393-95; and esp. Asmis 1982. 
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of the Hytlm by Aratus, Arius Didymus, Cicero, Musonius Rufus and Paul in 
the Book of Acts, but in view of the textual problem in v. 4 these are 
uncertain at best. 18 Finally, t11e Stoic poet Manilius, who wrote his Astro1lo-
mica at the end of Augustus's reign, appears to have been influenced by the 
Hym11 to Zeus in several places in his poeru. 19 But these are meagre pickings 
for a poem that modern commentators often describe in highly flattering 
terms.20 
The Hynm to Zeus f1rst enters modern scholarship in 1568 when its text 
wc1s printed by Fulvius Ursinus together with a selection of other lyric, elegiac 
and pastoral poems. One assumes that its perceived literary value was the 
main reason for its inclusion. A few years later, in 1573, Henri Etienne, 
commonly known as Stephanus, again published the Hynm, but this time in 
the company of fragments of philosophical poetry.21 It was thus recognised 
from an early stage that the Hym11 to Zeus functions in both a literary and a 
philosophical conte>..'t. Both t11ese publications did little more than just 
present the reader with a text.22 For these scholars the text appears to speak 
for itself. 
This continues to be the trend for the next three and a half centuries. 
Scholars confined themselves to publishing, translating and en1ending the 
text. In t11e few instances where the text is accompanied by notes, these a1·e 
mainly rut hoc comments of a textual critical o r philological nature.23 The first 
scholars who <1ttempt to give an interpretation of the Hymu to Z:u.r as a text, 
instead of just commenting on individual lines, are James Adam in 1911 and 
Wuamowitz in 1925.24 Adam rightly recognised that the T-lymu should be 
interpreted as Hn integral text with due consideration to its literary, religious 
and philosophical qualities/5 but he painted the poen1 against such a large 
18 Cf. Ar::ttus, Phaen. 5; Arius Didymus ap. Euscb. Pmep. t:Vang. 15.15.5; C ic. Leg. 125; 
Muson. fr. 17 p. 90.4-5 ed. H ense; Acts 17:2.8 (with the discussion in Thorn 2001: 
479-80, 497-99). 
19 Cf. /lstron. 2..61-66, 80-81; 4.88&-90, 895. 
2° For references, sec Thom forthcoming: Introduction, n. 2. 
21 For a critical evaluation of this publication, sec Most 1 998:~. 
2?. Joseph Scaliger added some notes to Elienne's edition, but as far as the J-[ymn to 
Zeus is concerned, these were only a few textual critical commen ts (Stephanus 
1573:217). 
23 Cf: e.g. Cudworth 1678; Brunck 1784; Sturz 1785; Peterscn 182.9; WachsmuLh 
1875:17-20; Pearson 1891247-49; Wi lamowitz 1924; Powdl1 925:227-31. 
2J t\dam 1911; WilamowilZ 1925-1926:1306-32. 
zs 'Mr Pearso,n's commentary lsc. Pcarson 1891] . .. is excellent so far as it goes, but it 
hardly prof-esses to do much more th:~n explain tl1c text. The Hymn of Ctean thes 
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canvas that the specificity of Cleanthes' contribution tends to get lost. Wila-
mowitz also emphasised that Cleanthes speal<s as poet and as philosopher 
within a cultic context, but he identified the tension between the religious 
character of the poem and Stoic philosophy as the main problem confron-
ting the interpreter.26 This remains the most substantial problem in subse-
quent scholarship.27 
Religion and philosophy in the Hym~t to Zeus 
The problem signalled by Wtlamowitz may be summarised as follows:28 the 
Hy11m to Zeus is almost a te>.i:book example of the form of a traditional cult 
hymn. It is addressed to the supreme deity of the Olympian pantheon, and it 
contains many traditional epithets and other litenuy traditions associated 
with Zeus, as well as most of the other stylistic features normally found in 
cult hymns. It furthermore clearly displays the tripattite division commonly 
found in hymns: it starts with an fmJoclltio71 (vv. 1-6), in which Zeus is 
identified as the addressee of the Hynm; this is followed by the Argurnmt (vv. 
7-31), whicl1 lays the foundation for the requests in the next section; and the 
Hynm finally climaxes in a Prayer (vv. 32-39), in which Zeus is asked to save 
human beings from their destructive ignorance and to grant them insight so 
that they may play their rightful role in the cosmic harmony. The Hymu as a 
whole, but particularly the prayer at the end, conveys a tone of sincere piety. 
On the face of it, it is difficult not to interpret this poem as a religious hymn, 
demands the fullest possible trc.~tment alike on iLS poetical, its religious and its philo-
sophical side: it is in fact ... a blend of poetry, religion, and philosophy, summing 
up most of the best and inspi ring ideas of Stoicism, witl1out any of the Stoic aridity 
and trivialities, but also much of the noblest Greek thought on God and man and 
nature from Heraclitus down to Aristotle' (/\dam 1911:117-18). 
26 See esp. Wilamowit:z 1925-1926:1.306-07, 317,323-25. 
27 See esp. Festugiere 1949:31 0-32; Zuntz 1958; Mcijcr 1983; Glei 1990; Si er 1990; 
Thorn 1998; 2001:480-92. Some other noteworthy contributions on tl1c Hymn as a 
whole since Wilamowitz arc Neustadt 1931; Pohlenz 1940 (reprint 1965); Vcrbeke 
1949:235-51; MceJwaldt 1951:58-69; 1952:1-12; Hopkinson 1988:131-36; Schwabl 
2001:55-74. Many scholars, however, continue 10 focus on textual critical problems in 
the Hymn to Zeus or on matters of detail interpretation. For a full bibliography of 
recent scholarship on the Hymn to Zeus, see Thom forthcoming: Bibliography, §1. 
28 The next few paragraphs arc a slightly revised version of my discussion in Thom 
forthcoming: Introduction, §2. 
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and it has therefore been suggested that the Hym11 functioned within the 
conteXt of the Stoics' communal worship.29 
Within Stoicism, however, Zeus represents the active principle of order 
and rationality which permeates the whole of the cosmos. He is, in fact, 
often identified with aspects of the physical world, such as nature, reason, 
providence, fate or the Jaw of nature, or even with the world itself.3° 
Because human beings participate in this universal reason which permeates 
the world, it does not appear meaningful for them to petition Zeus as if he 
were a separate, transcendent deity. The insight requested of Zeus could 
indeed be found within ourselves; it is not necessary to look for it elsewhere. 
Furthermore, because Zeus is identified with fate, and because we are patt of 
tlus causal sequence of events, whether we want to or not, it seems useless to 
try to change fate by praying?1 Scholars have therefore questioned whether 
the prayer, and indeed the Hymu as such, ought to be taken at face value. 
Wilamowitz, indeed, accepted the Hym11 as a sincere prayec it is an ex-
pression of the human need for religiosity, despite the fact that it is in conflict 
with the philosophical doctrines of the Stoic school.32 More recent scholars, 
however, resolve the tension between religion and philosophy in favour of the 
latter and deny the Hymu any religious function whatsoever. Reiuhold Glei, 
for example, sees the Hymu to btts as a sophisticated literary allegory by means 
of which the readers are persuaded to attain insight, that is, the Good, by 
using their own Logos.33 Kurt Sier lilcewise argues that 'the prayer's petition 
(se. for insight) is ... merely the religious projection of that which Zeus as 
immanent Logos in llny case already realises in the world.'34 Keimpe Algra 
suggests that the prayer is a direct self-address to the god within us, the 
rational self, 'a reminder that one should have one's own internill daimon in 
tune with the cosmic reason.' According to him the relation between God and 
human beings is therefore internalised in the Hynm.35 
The question is, however, whether these interpretations do justice to the 
Hymu as a whole. In their concern to harmonise the Hymu with a generalised 
29 Wilamowitz (1895:197) considers it a cult song accompanying the third libat ion at 
a symposium, which was customari ly offi:red to Zcus. 
30 See the excel lent summaJy in Asmis 1982:459. 
31 See AJgra (2003:174-75), who cites Sen . Na1. 2.35. 
32 Wilamowitz 1925-1926:1.323, 325; cf a lso 1924:260-61. Elsewhere he calls it 'ein 
vie! zu wcnig gcwurdigtcs Klcinod wahrhaft religioscr Oichtung' (1912:203). 
33 Glei 1990. 
"' Sicr 1990:106 (my translation). 
3s Algra 2003:174-76. 
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conception of Stoic philosophy they seem to lose focus of the way the com-
position builds up to climax in the prayer, and of the way Zeus is depicted in 
the poem. In order to make sense of the Hymu, we have to follow the 
pointers the author himself gives us. 
Tite depiction of Zeus 
A pemsal of the Hymn makes it clear that Zeus is not treated as some 
abstract, philosophical principle; on the contrary, be is presented in rather 
personalist and theistic temlS as the king and ruler of the world; a divine 
father from whom all human beings have their origin and to whom they can 
turn for hdp; a god who can correct our mistakes; someone with whom we 
can communicate, and to whom we have an obligation.36 There is nothing 
particularly Stoic about this deity; in fact, the Zeus of Cleanthes' f(ymu is 
recognisable as the culmination of a development stretching from Homer 
through Pindar and Aeschylus. 
This impression of Zeus is strengthened by the traditional, non-technical 
cl1aracter of the Hymn. Very little technical terminology is used that is de-
monstrably Stoic. There are only two Stoic terms, namely, the 'universal 
reason' (KoLvov M·yov) in v. 12, and the 'universal law' (KoLvov v6~ov) in vv. 
24 and 39 (the other occurrences of logos and uomos in vv. 2 and 21 need not 
be interpreted in a Stoic sense). In addition, there is only one phrase which is 
recognisably Stoic, namely, the qualification of the universal reason in vv. 12-
13 as 'permeating everything' (lka rravTwv cj>oL T~). This does not mean, of 
course, that the l-/ym11 is devoid of any other Stoic ideas, but it could be 
understood without specialised knowledge of Stoicism. Much in the poem 
may indeed be interpreted on two different levels, as traditional material, or 
as an expression of Stoic thought. Let us consider some of the most perti-
nent examples. 
The epithets of Zeus in the Invocation and in the Prayer are based on 
Homeric usage, although Cleantl1es gives a new application to some of them. 
'Many-named' (rroAuWl'UilE, v. 1) is elsewhere used of chthonian deities like 
Hades rather than Zens;37 within a Stoic context it probably refers to Zeus' 
36 This section is based on my discussion in Thorn forthcoming: Introduclion, §4. 
For C leanthes' personalist treatment of Zeus, see lsnardi Parentc 1993:47 and In-
wood 1996:25&-59; cf. already Nilsson 1967-1974:2296, 297. The most prominent 
Stoic representative of such a theistic and personalist approach to God is Epictetus, 
but he may well have followed Clea11thcs; see Long 2002:147-52, esp. 147 n. 4. 
n Cf. Hom. Hymn Dem. 18, 32. 
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identification with the universe, reason, fue, fate, or providence.38 In v. 2, 
apxrryE could be read in both its philosophical and its traditional meaning, 
that is, bod1 'first cause' and 'leader.' 'Governing everything with your law' in 
the same verse refers to the Stoic doctrine that the whole universe conforms 
to the universal law, but the idea that God or some divine principle 'governs' 
or 'steers' (Kuf3Epvav) the world is already found in Presocratic philosophers, 
as well as in poets W<e Pindar, and has thus become conveotional.39 
The close relationship between God and human beings to which v. 4 
refers, is according to other Stoic texts based on the fact that humanity shares 
in the same rationality and virtues as God.40 The notion of a kinship between 
gods and humans wc1s, however, widely estaplished in antiquity.41 In his 
description of the relationship between God and mortals, Cleanthes com-
bines traditional, mythological terms of genealogy and resemblance between 
father and cl1ild with the more technical philosophical terminology of partici-
pation in deity. 
The first part of the Argument, vv. 7-17, describes Zeus' universal rule. I t 
is not surprising that a Stoic poem would wax eloquent about the cosmic 
38 See Zcllcr 1921 -1923:3. 1.333-34; NcustadL 193 1 :389-90; Pohtcnz l940:l17 (reprint 
1965:87); and Stcinmctz 1994:578. Cf Diog. Laert. 7.135 (SVF l.l02, part= LS 
46nl) (Lhc abbreviation LS will henceforth be u~c..>d for Long & Sedley's edition of 
fragments of Jleltenistic philosophers). Sec further Thorn forthcoming: Commen-
tary, n. 20. 
J9 Cl. csp. Pind. Iytb. 5.122-23; Parruenides 28 B 12.3 DK. For more early parallells 
sec Diels & Kranz 1951-1952:3248, s.v. Kuj3Epvot'. Sec furtJ1er my commentary ad loc. 
4° Cf. Muson. ()-. 17, p. 90.4-6, 13-14 ed. llense: Ka96A.ou SE c1v9pwnos fLlllT]JlCl f1EV 
eeoi) flOI/011 TWII flTl yeCwv E<JT£11 , EKE( II~J &e lTOpa1TAT]O'(as EXEL TUS OpET<.lS' .•. 
OllTUl Kai TO EKEliiOU tdtUH1U TOll av9pullTOII ~'YT]TEOII, (hall EXlJ KOTcl <!>oow. OJJO(ws 
EXELII •.. : 'In general, of all creatures on C-.Hth man alone resembles God and has 
the same virtues Lhat He has. . . _ So man, as the image of Him (se. God), when 
living in accord with nature, should be thought of a~ being like Him .. : (Lrans. Lutz, 
slighLly adapted). Cf also Cic. Leg. 125: iam m:ro uirff(S cttdem in homine ac dco tSf, neque 
alia ul/o in gm<e-rc> practtm:!l. est autem ui'r/TIS nibil aliud, nisi pcr.fotra et ad summum 
perducta mttura: esr itJtur bomi11f rum deo similirudo: 'Moreover, virtue exists in man and 
God alike, but in no other creature besides; virtue, however, is nothing el.~e tl1an 
virtue perfected and developed to its highest point; there is therefore a likeness 
between man and God' (trans. Keyes in LCL); Arius Didymus ap. Euseb. Prtup. ,'Vang. 
15.15.5 (SVF 2.528, part = LS 67L3): KOLVwv(av 8' imapxew lTpOS aU~AoUS (se. 9Eo\Js 
Kai av9puhrous) &tc'.t TO Myou ~LE'fEXELV, Os- EOIL <jlL'O'El 116Jtos: '(Gcxls and men) are 
members of a commumty because of their participation in reason, which i~ natural 
law' (uans. Long & Scdlcy). 
·'
1 See Des Places 1964 anJ Pcpin 1971: esp. 5-51. 
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impact of the active principle, which infuses and permeates everything in the 
universe with its divine power, from the heavens down to the sea. As a ma-
terialistic philosophy, Stoicism taught that the active principle was physically 
present in all things to give them stmcture and cohesion, although its form 
varied depending on the ontological status of the object. In this passage the 
thunderbolt, a symbol the Stoics appropriated from the Presocratic philoso-
pher Heraditus, represents the material substratum which is elsewhere called 
fire, heat, or breath (pneuma). It functions as the vehicle for the universal 
reason, thus carrying the divine intelligence throughout matter.42 What is 
remarkable, however, is the consistency with which Zeus' personalist charac-
ter is maintained. He is not identified with th,e thunderbolt or the logos; he is 
rather depicted in terms of a traditional iconography in which Zens is wielder 
of the thw1derbolt, the '>veapon used to enforce his will. The thunderbolt and 
the accompanying logos remain separate entities acting as Zeus' servants or 
instruments, and enabling him to be the supreme ruler over all of nature (v. 14). 
Within the dramatic context of the Hymu, natme itself assumes the 
character of an obedient subject who willingly submits to Zeus' mle (cf esp. 
vv. 7-8, 15-16), thus acting as foil for the foolish bad people who disregard 
his order (v. 17). The refusal of the bad people to conform to Zeus' mle 
alludes to one of the main problems in Stoic ethics, namely, how it is pos-
sible for people to act independently in a world-order where everything is 
causally linked and determined.43 Cleanthes does not, however, address the 
problem of determinism in the J-l.ymu, but rather that of the disorder 
resulting from the bad people's actions. His answer in vv. 18-21, short and 
simple, is that God can ftx it Zeus knows how to restore order; he has in fact 
arranged things in such a way that the end result will be a universal rational 
order. The philosophical and literary background of these verses is 
complicated. Heraclitus' concept of the logos as the union of opposites is 
usually suggested as the context in which vv. 18-21 be understood.~~ Accor-
ding to his world-view, opposites such as even and uneven, order and 
disorder, loved and unloved, good and evil, are simply a matter of perspec-
tive; the logos as world-order combines both ends of the spectrum into one 
unity. Heraclitus compares the mlity of the logos with the 'back-stretcl1ed 
~2 See my commentary on vv. 12-13 in Thorn forthcoming, csp. nn, 219 ~nd 220. 
n There is an extensive list of publications on this problem. For recent discussions, 
see e.g. Forschner 1995:98-113; Hankinson 1999:52&41; and Frede2003. 
44 C£ Neustadt 1931:396-97; Zutltz 1958:296-98; Ghidini TortoreJli 1973:337; Long 
1975-1976:143-49 (reprint 1996:46-52). The most relevant Iieraclitus fragments cited 
are 1, 23, 25, 26, 27,91 M<u-covich (22 B J, 2, 10, 50, 51, 102 DK). 
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connection' (na>..(vTovos apJlov[n), of a bow or a lyre, for which the tension 
between the two arm-ends is essential for the efficacy of the instrument.45 In 
this view good and evil are essential aspects of a higher, dynamic unity. If this 
is correct, evil would be an essential and necessa1y corollary of the good, 
which is in fact close to Chrysippus' positiou.~6 Sucl1 an interpretation, 
however, cannot be reconciled with the immediate context of these verses. If 
the logos (in Heraclitean fashion) encompasses both good mid evil, it would 
not be possible for the bad people to act 'without' it (v. 17), nor would they 
be able to shun it (v. 22). A strict Heraclitean interpretation is therefore 
~s Heracl.itus, Fr. 27 Marcovich (22 B 51 OK = 209 KRS = 78 Kahn). There is about 
equally strong textual evidence for the alternative reading 1TaA(VTpo1TOS ap(!OV(Tj. 'a 
connection turning back (on itsc!Q,' but either reading would suit the Heracl.itean 
interpretation of vv. 18-21. For the text and interpretation of the Heracljtus fragment, 
see Marcovich 1967:119-29, esp. 126-28; and Kirk, Raven & Scbofield 1983:192-93. For 
a different interpretatioJl, c[ Kahn 1979:195-200. The strongest argument in support 
of Cleanthes' use of this fragment is made by Long, although he does not connect i1 
directly wit.h vv. 18-21 (1975-1976:149; reprint 1996:52-53). He is more explicit about 
such a connectioJl in his recent study of Epictetus (2002: 154 n. 9). 
46 See Chrysjppus ap. GeU. NA 7.12-6 (SVF 2.1169, part= LS 54Q!): 'nihil est prrmus 
istis' ritqmi 'insuhrdius, qui opinantur bona esst potuisse, si non ts.settt ihrdem mala. nam a1m 
bona malis contraria si11t, utraque neetsSttm est opposi1a inter sese et quilsi mutua adumo 
qttaeque jidta nistt consistere; nullum adeo conlrarrimr est sine amr.rario altero. quo enim pacto 
iustitiac sensus i!S1il: posser, nisi cs.'.l!!1/ inri~ritle? aut quid aliud iustitia cst tpJam im"ztstriitiC prri1atio? . 
. . proindc. inquit, bomi11es stulti cur non hoc etiam &srdera1tl, 11t ueritas sit et non sit menda-
cium? namquc itrdem srmt bona et mala, .folicitas et itJ.fortrmittlS, do/or et uoluptas. a/tuum 
tmim u altt:ro, simti PlaJo air, ucrticibus i11ter se amtrariis ddigatum m; si trderis 111111111, 
twstuleris rlfmmpte': '"There is absolutely nothing more foolish than those who think 
that tl1cre could have been goods without the coexjstcncc of evils. For since goods are 
opposite to evils, the two must necessarily exjst in opposition to each other aJld 
supported by a kind of opposed interdependence. And there is no such opposite 
without its matching opposite. For how could there be perception of justice if there 
were no injustices? What else is justice, if not tJ1e removal of injustice? ... Why do 
the fools not similarly wish that there were truth witJ1out there being falsity? For 
goods aJld evils, fortune and misfortune, pain and pleasure, exist in just the same 
way: they arc tied to each other in polar opposition, as Plato said. Remove one, aJld 
you remove the other"' (trans. Long & Sed ley). Cf. also Epict. Diss. 1.12.16: 8uh~e bE 
eepos elvm Kal XELJ.IWIJO Kal </Jopav KOL a<j>op(av Kai. apEnJV KOL KaK£av Kal 1TOcras 
Tas Totaln-as Ellai!Tl6TI]Tas imep cruJ.I<P~w(as Tl?)ll o>ww: '(God) has ordained that 
there be summer and winter, and abundance and dearth, and virtue and vice, and all 
such opposites, for tl1e harmony of the whole' (trans. OIJ father in LCL). 
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forced to admit a tension between w. 18-21 and the surrounding context.~7 
Zeus' ability to level out differences is, however, an ancient motif already 
found in authors lil<e Hesiod and Solon, where it is closely connected with 
the justice of Zeus.48 Although Cleantbes may have been influenced by Hera-
clitus, he gives a different interpretation to the role of Zeus. His phraseology 
is also much closer to that of Hesiod and Solon than to that of Heraclitus. 
In the last section of the Argument, vv. 22-31, Cleanthes again uses tradi-
tional material, namely, the topos of being blind to perceive what is good 
and the topos of mistaken life-goals, to illustrate the instability of a life not 
based on God's rational, normative order.49 The pursuit of honour (v. 27), 
money (v. 28), and pleasure (v. 29) can clearly be identified with the 
conventional ways of life (13[0L) often criticised by ancient moralists.50 
Cleanthes argues that such life-goals lead to the complete opposite of that 
intended: instead of a good life, they lead to incoherence and disorder. 
Finally, in the Prayer, we again find traditional epithets emphasising Zeus' 
benevolence and power over nature (v. 32), as well as an allusion to his cultic 
function as Saviour (v. 33), but the deliverance requested is from ignorance, 
and the gift asked for is insight. The phraseology in vv. 32-35 is again 
dependent on the poets Homer and Hesiod, as Well as the philosopher Hera-
ditus. 51 
Cleanthes thus intertwines religious and moral traditions with Stoic ideas 
undergirded by phrases taken from Heraclitus, but without allowing philoso-
phical concepts to predominate. By moulding traditional and philosophical 
views together Cleanthes forges a new conception of Zeus as a deity separate 
from both the world itself and from human beings, as a god who is able to 
influence and change things, and who can respond to prayer. 
47 See e.g. Zuntz 1958:296-98. C ri tica l of the Heraclitean interpn.:tation of vv. 18-21: 
Si er 1990: 104-05; Thorn 1998:54-56. 
48 Cf: Hes. Op. 5-9; Solon, Fr. 4.32-39 cd. WesL 
49 Although tl1e topos of mora l blindness occur~ widely, C lc-Jn tJ1es makes use of 
Orphic and Pythagorean sources in particular; cf. Carm. aur. 54-56; Hom. r[ymt1 D.!m. 
256-57; O rph. Frr. 49.95-97, 233 Kern = 396.14-15, 337 Bernabe. Sec further my 
commentary on vv. 23-24 in Thom forthcoming. 
50 Wilamowitz (1913:188-91) w-Js the first to point this ouL Sec furtJ1er my commen-
tary on vv. 26-31 in Thorn forthcoming. 
SI er: for the epithei.S Horn. 11. 2.412; 22.178; Bacchyl. 5.58; Orph. Fr. 2 1a.l Kern = 
31 Bern;~be; and for vv. 32-35, liom. 11. 17.645-cl6; Hcr.tclitus, Fr. 85 Marcovich (22 
B 41 OK); Hes. Tl.teog. 506. See further my commentary ttd locc. 
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The function of the Prayer 
When we now consider the function of the Prayer in the Hynm to Zeus, we 
have to bea1· in mind that the ancient cult hymn was composed in such a 
way that the prayer constituted its climax; everything builds up towc1rds the 
prayer. 52 Looking at the composition of the 1-JymJJ from this perspective, we 
see that the Invocation, vv. 1-6, underlines both Zeus' position as mler and 
the privileged position of human beings in nature because of their special 
relationship with God. This is also the reason why they may and should 
praise him. 
The Argument as <1 whole focuses on the problem the bad people present 
to Zeus' universal rule. The first part of the Argument, vv. 7-17, appears to 
continue the theme of praise with its description of the order Zeus creates 
throughout nature. At the end of this section, in v. 17, it becomes clear, 
however, that the positive, obedient response of nature to Zeus' rule is 
presented as a foil to the foolish people who act outside his plan. 
The actions of the bad people are described in more detail in the last 
section of the Argument, vv. 22-31. Blind to the fact that the good life may 
be obtai11ed by adhering to God's law, they chase after mistaken goals in the 
hope that they will attain happiness, only to end up in confusion and 
frustration. The first and last sections of the Argument are therefore care-
fully counterpoised: the first contains a positive and optimistic description of 
the order prevailing in nature in obedient response to Zeus' mle, while the 
latter gives a gloomy and negative depiction of the fragmented and disorderly 
lives as a consequence of rejecting God's normative order. 
Acting as a hinge between these two sections, vv. 18-21 suggest a solution 
to the disorder created by the bad people: Zeus himself is able to restore 
order and to create unity in plurality. The pivotal role of this section is 
highlighted by its position at the exact centre of the I /ym11, Hanked by the 
opposing first and last sections of the Argument, whicl1 itself is framed by 
the Invocation and Prayer. Two factors relativise the solution offered in these 
verses, however. The first is that the solution is not presented as a ./dit 
flCClJmp/i. Zeus knows how to change disorder into order, but it is not claimed 
that he has already accomplished this. The rational order that he has in mind 
is still 'coming to be' according to v. 21. Secondly, the solution is followed by 
the description of the dire consequences of the bad people's actions: the 
52 See Wi.insch 1914:145; Furlcy & Brcmer 2001:1.60. for a t.lctai led analysis of the 
composition or the Hymn to Z£us, see Thom fonhcoming: Introt.luction, §3. 
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Argument ends on the sombre note that people are able to reject God's solution. 
When Cleanthes now turns to Zeus in the Prayer section (vv. 32-39), he 
appears to do so from a real sense of need. Zeus is requested to do some-
thing beyond the ability of the author or his audience. The Hymn to Zms is 
therefore not merely Stoic doctrine presented in hymnic form. 
But this again confronts us with the problem of what it means for a Stoic 
to pray.53 In terms of the logic of a strict pantheistic system, a Stoic should 
have no need to pray: he has direct access to God within himself, since his 
reason shares in the divine logos. Through his reason he participates in the 
divine and has no need of something outside himself, a fact that contributes 
to the self-sufficiency of the Stoic sage. The fact that God is identified with 
fate furthermore appears to preclude prayer, for how can prayer change that 
whicl1 is predetermined by the very stmcture of the world? In practice, 
however, Stoic positions on prayer are much more diverse and even contra-
dictory. In the words of Marcel Simon, 'Stoic prayer is a paradox but a 
reality'.54 Seneca and Cleanthes aTe sometimes cited as representatives of a 
'strict' and a 'more liberal' approach to prayer,55 but even Seneca is at times 
quite positive about the v-alue of prayer. 56 
The cause of the difficulty to understand Stoic prayer, and indeed Stoic 
religion in general, may be ascribed to the f.act that Stoicism was, from the 
very beginning, not purely pantheistic, but in fact an amalgam of pantheism 
and theism.57 Stoic theism derives from the view that God, as the ultimate 
ll f-or (brief) recent discussions of Stoic views on prayer, see Von Sevcrus 1972: 
I 149-50, Simon 1980, and Algra 2003:174-76. 
54 Simon 1980:212. 
ss Sec Algra 2003:174. Por Scneca, he quotes Ntlf. 2.35: expialiones promrario-nesr;ue quo 
pertinent, si immurabt1ia mnt foltl? p:rmi({e mihi illam rigidam sectam tucd eorum qui <risu'> 
l!.tt:ti•irml isttl cl nihil esse aliud f/1ft1m aegrae mentis so/acitt existimant. fota a/ita ius surtm 
~agrmt nee ulla commoucntur precc: 'What use arc cxpiations and precautions if the 
fates arc immutable? Allow me to support that rigid sect of philosophers who accept 
such practjces with a smile and consider them only a solace for .1 troubled mind. TI1e 
fates perform their function in another way and they arc not moved by any prayer' 
(trans. Algra). ln tJ1e case of Cleanthes, he cites the Prayer to ilus and to Destitty (ap. 
Epict. Ench. 53 = SVF 1.527) and the Hymn lo Zctls. Mansfeld (1979:131) points out, 
however, that Seneca here 'refers to pcopk who v:~inly ask for a change of fate'; this 
passage cannot be adduced as a general rejection of prayer. 
S6 For a detailed discussion of the evidence of Seneca's views on prayer, sec Richards 
1964. 
57 For Stoic religion in general, see Nilsson 1967-1974:2.257-68 ;~nd !3t~but 1974:172-
201. f-or the combinat.ion of pantheism and theism, see Long 2002:147-48 and Algra 
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form of rationality, in a sense transcends the world stntctured and ordered by 
him; he is thus immanent and transcendent at the same time. On the same 
view, God also transcends human rationality, but he may to some extent still 
be considered a "person" because his rationality is similar in kind to that of 
humans.58 This theistic trend is more prominent in some Stoics than in 
others, which accounts for the fact that Cleanthes is considered the most 
religious of early Stoics. While it cannot be denied that the combination of 
theistic and pantheistic lines of tho ught made it very difficult for Stoics to 
remain logically consistent, it would be a mistake to t1y to make Stoics more 
consistent than they were. 59 The Hymu to Ze11s should therefore be considered 
on its own terms, without forcing it into a pantheistic straitjacket. 
2003:167-68. IL would be wrong to view tJ1e relaLionship between pant.heism and 
t.hcism in terms of a historical development from the former to the latter, as Rcale 
does 1985:247: 'The Stoic God, according to the logic of the system, since he is 
identical with nature, rannot /;c f JeTSonLJI. Consequently it makes no sense to pray Lo 
God, if he is impersonal logos and nature: beyond that, as we will sec, man, in order 
to lul fill his life, has no need of the assistance of God. However, in the history of the 
Stoa, God will tend to assume more and more spiritual and personal Lraits, 
religiousne<.s will tend to pcrmeat.e more and more strongly the ~ystem, and prayer 
will begin to acquire a precise meaning. Moreover, it is a fatal destiny of pantheism 
that it cannot keep the idenulic.1tion of God and Nature in a correct equilibrium so 
that it. tends to resolve in U1e end, either into atheism or theism. The Stoa wi ll turn, 
especially in the last stage, towards tJ1eism, but without. arriving at it fully. Jn any case 
in the first Stoa, wit.lt Cleanthcs, a vivid religious sense hacl:~lreacly appeared. lt found 
full Cltpression in the well-known Hymn to Zeus . . .' (emphasis origin.tl). 
58 Cf. Algra 2003:167, 168: The Stoic system .. . does exhibit. dualistic features in 
distinguishing god fi·om matter and treating god as dearly the highest principle, as a 
principle \vith an altogetJ1cr diiTerent status horn that o f matter. Mort'Over, god could 
be said to be present in various degrees in various parts of the physical world, but 
most strongly in the "governing pan" (l.i~monikon) of the cosmos. . .. The latter 
perspective could give rise to what comes close to a form of' astral religion, ... as well 
as to the feel ing that. God, in his purest form, is somewhere 'high up t.here', and so in 
a way transcending the world of mortals.' 'Behind all this (se. what looks like a 
tJ1eistic point of' view in early Stoicism) lies the firm conviction thcll god's r~tionalily 
- or, for that maltcr, tJ1e rationality of the cosmos - does not difler in kind l'rom 
human rationality, so that to some extent god can be viewed as a 'person' witJ1 
purposes and intentions.' 
59 Cf. Long 2002:148: 'The early Stoics, especially Chrysippus. ollercd exceedingly 
complex answers to resolve these di fficultics over pantheism and theism, and over the 
relationship bet.ween cosmic and human nature, but in my judgement they ld i more 
problems than tl1cy resolved.' 
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Accordi11g to Simon, the most natur-al form of Stoic prayer is 
thanksgiving for divine benefaction.60 The second type of Stoic prayer is to 
affirm the wise person's submission to the divine will, which is also the law 
of nature, d1e w1iversal reason, and providence.61 Festugiere calls this 'the 
mysticism of consent'.~2 Cleanthes' own PraJ•er to Zeus aud to Destiuy (ap. 
Epict. Euch. 53 = SVF 1.527) comes to mind. It is not too difficult to square 
these two types of prayer with the Stoic position. 
However, the prayer contained in the Hynm to Zeus belongs to a third type, 
namely, a petitionary prayer vv-id1 a request to God to assist human beings in 
overcoming their lack of insight and the concomitant failure to make the 
correct moral choices.63 In this case, Cleanthes turns to a superior force, 
outside himself, for heJp.6~ The god immanent in, and identical with the 
cosmos, in a way transcends the rational element within human beings, and 
he is thus able to come to their assistance.65 We therefore find a 'dissociation 
of the human <1nd the divine'; something or someone otber than the sage 
himself is needed to help him become good.66 God h<ls created a rational 
world-order in which humans should participate in order to be happy, but 
their ignora11ce blinds them to it. Cleanthes d1erefore requests that Zeus save 
people from their ignorance and replace it with insight into ilie way God 
60 Simon 1980:213, citing Epict. Diss. 1.12.31, 1.16.15 and 19. Praise is often used in 
Greek hymns as a form or thanksgiving; see Brcmer 1998. 
61 Simon 1980:213-14. 
62 Fcstug1ere 1954:110-12. 
63 Although the Hynm may seem to include an intercessionary prayer for otl1ers (v. 
33), l argue in my commentary that the prayer includes all human beings. er: also 
Simon 1980:209 n. 12. Stoic petitionary prayers arc limited to request of the gods 
only what is good and beneficial to their moral and intellectual well-being; sec Simon 
! 980:212-13. This is in fact a topos of philosophical prayer; cf. the references in 
Thorn rorthcommg: Commentary, n. 474. 
6-1 er: De Vogcl 1967-1973:3.83: The poet asks the help of God, and he feels that, 
without this help, we, on our side, are not. able to honor God truly.' Kidd, in his 
commentary on Posidonius, Fr. 40, quotes M. Aur. Md 9.40 for tl1e notion tl1at 'the 
gods co-Qpcrale witl1 us even in what is in our power' (Kc.tl ets n1 E<j>' ~llLV oi. 9Eot 
crui\Aap~avoucnv); the {act that something is within our own ability should therefore 
not keep us from pr11ying for assistance. Prayer seems to imply 'some form or c<r 
operation between man and what is beyond him' (1988:184). 
65 See also Verbckc's view that tJ1e deity is for Clcant.hcs botJ1 immanent and 
transcendem (1949:193-9.:1) . 
.. Simon 1980:219. Cf. also his references to EpicL Diss. 125.13, 1.30.1, 2.5.12, e~.p. fi)r 
Gotl as 'Another' (a>..>..os). 
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administers the world. This would allow us to respond appropriately to the 
honom and privilege we have of participating in the divine rationaljty. Such 
patticipation is itself an act of worship; living in harmony with nature means 
to be patt of the cosmic choir praising god. The fiynm to ilus is thus not 
merely autoreferential, an allegoty of Stoic philosophy, or a self-address to the 
rationality within; it rather reflects an awareness of a rationality transcending 
the limits of ow· own, something or someone that may help tts live the 
rational life, and who therefore deserves our worship, a worship which indeed 
consists of the rational life. According to Cleanthes' Hynm, the philosophical 
life is a religious life, and vice versa. 
The f-fym11 has thus come full circle: the praise promised in the Invocation 
is not just sung in the Hymu, but points beyond it; the praise of God's works 
is only fitlly realised when all people work with him. The Hymu, like many 
others, therefore functions on two different communication levels: internally, 
it is a communication between human beings and God, but there is also an 
external communication between the poet Cleanthes and his human audi-
ence.67 Ou this level, the H;wm to Ztus setves to remind people of, and 
implicitly exhorts them to acl1ieve, their true goal in life, namely, to live in 
accordance with the divine logos manifest in natW"e. 
Doing justice to Zeus 
Doing justice to Cleanthes' I {ym11 requires us to do justice to Zeus.68 Clean-
thes' Zeus is a complex figure who evokes <111 intricate network of associa-
tions: as the Zeus of literature he is the mling father of gods and men; as the 
Zeus of religion he is the wielder of the thunderbolt and the guarantor of 
justice; as the Zeus of philosophy he is the origin and maintainer of the 
world-order, and the provider of the insight we need to live well. Doing 
justice to Zeus means that we should not reduce him to one strand of this 
network. It also means that we should allow the text and its composition to 
guide our understanding of the meaning of the Hymn instead of trying to 
make it consistent with Stoic doctrine in general. Doing justice to Zeus 
finally entails that we should take the /Jynm seriously as a to.'t that still has 
something to say to us. A commentary on Cleanthes' I lymu to lius should 
therefore be more than just a learned set of philological comments on textual 
criticism, metre, literaty phraseology, source material or philosophical 
61 For the communicative function of prayer, see Fenske 1997: csp. 79-127. Cf. also 
Danielewicz 1976:118-19 and Furley & Bremcr 1001:1.59. 
68 Cleanthcs himself' ends lhe poem reminding his audience of' their obligalion to 
'hymn' Zcus and his works 'in justice'. 
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concepts, valuable as these may be. Instead, a commentary should attempt to 
understand the human problems giving rise to the text and the way the text 
itself tries to make sense of them. Only then will the tradition it represents be 
of more than mere historical interest. 
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